Shirdi In America - Nirmana Seva

Total Project ~ 111,111 Square Feet (Square foot Cost - $251)

Sai Datta Peetham has successfully completed Sthala Seva (blessed with 24.4 acres of land) by reaching out to 111,111 devotees. As part of Sthala Seva Sai Ratham travelled ~ 70,000 miles and conducted ~2,500 house pujas in 43 states. SDP seeking donations towards Nirmana Seva to replicate Shirdi in America. You may sponsor 1 or more square feet to support Shirdi replication that includes Gurusthan, Lendi Baag, Dwarakamai, Chavadi and other structural buildings similar to Shirdi.

**Tatya Seva (Tatya Kote Patil)**

Sponsor 1 square foot *(Category Limit – 11,111)*

**Das Ganu Seva (Ganpat Dattaraya Sahasrabuddhe)**

Sponsor 11 Square feet - Donor Recognition for 3 Years
1) Sponsor name (1) engraved near available facility
2) Yearly Saswatha Puja & Samohika Satyannarayana Vratam
3) Monthly gothra nama archana *(Category Limit – 5,116)*

**Hemadpant Seva (Annasheb Dabhulkar)**

Sponsor 21 Square feet - Donor Recognition for 5 Years
1) Sponsor names (1) engraved near available facility
2) Yearly Saswatha Puja & Samohika Satyannarayana Vratam
3) Monthly gothra nama archana *(Category Limit – 1,116)*

**Laxmibai Shinde Seva (Laxmibai Tukaram Shinde)**

Sponsor 31 Square feet - Donor Recognition for 7 Years
1) Sponsor names (2) engraved near available facility
2) Monthly Saswatha Puja & Ganapathy homam
3) Yearly Paaduka seva (100 miles radius) or Ayushya homam *(Category Limit – 516)*

**Shama Seva (Madhav Rao Deshpande)**

Sponsor 51 Square feet - Donor Recognition for 10 Years
1) Sponsor names (4) engraved near available facility
2) Monthly Saswatha Puja, Ganapathy, and Ayushya Homan
3) Yearly Paaduka seva (100 miles radius) or Weekly archana *(Category Limit – 251)*

**Buti Seva (Gopalrao Bapusaheb Buti)**

Sponsor 101 Square feet - Donor Recognition for 15 Years
1) Sponsor names (4) engraved near available facility
2) Monthly Saswatha Puja & Ganapathy homam
3) Yearly Paaduka seva (100 miles radius)
4) Yearly Ayushya homam
5) Monthly gothra nama archana *(Category Limit – 116)*

“Seva start date will be announced after completing Phase 1 - Shirdi in America”

*Category Limit, Categories, and Total project square feet will be adjusted based on construction needs*

Sponsors willing to donate more than 101 Square feet, please reach out to the board for information on privileges.